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Do you have a new release? A book 
that’s been out a few years? A classic?
WE WANT YOU, our PAL 
members, to share your knowledge 
with the rest of us, pretty please, with 
a cherry on top?!
I’ve been reading 
Elizabeth George’s 
book, Mastering the 
Process: From Idea to 
Novel. In it, she breaks 
down her writing 
process: research, plot 
kernels, character 
analysis, landscape (inner and outer), 
dialogue, viewpoint and voice, etc. 
She explains how she incorporates 
each by using examples from one of 
her novels, Careless in Red. This is 
about writing an adult book, but still 
very valuable. She presents each topic, 

We Want You!
BY MICHELE HELSEL, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

how she approaches it, then shows 
her work in action by quoting scenes 
from the novel.
To me, this is fantastic. It’s not the 
typical advice to do this technique or 
that technique, but instead, it breaks 
down the process to show you exactly 
how she did it and translated the 
technique into words on a page. All of 
the examples are from one book, so 
we can see the process as a whole 
rather than reading various excerpts 
from different books.
This got me thinking how wonderful it 
would be if our PAL members could 
share their process with the rest of us. 
This would provide creators exposure 
to their work, while at the same time 
teaching craft to the rest of us. 
What would this entail? 
First, WE WANT YOU KSMO 
SCBWI authors, illustrators, and 
translators! Send me your name, the 
title of your book, intended audience 
(i.e. age level PB, MG, YA) and genre 
(i.e. Sci-Fi, Fantasy, Mystery, 
Contemporary, Nonfiction, etc.), and 
whether you are an author, illustrator, 
or translator. Then we will prepare a 
schedule of ZOOM shop talks 
analyzing the creation of your books. 

The idea is to have varied presentations 
so we can learn from creators from all 
age ranges and genres.
Second, I will send the creator a list 
of questions to be answered during 
the talk. Things along the lines of 
what I listed above from Ms. George’s 
book, except, of course, different 
based on the type of book, 
illustrations, etc. This way our 
featured guest can reflect on how they 
integrated the process in creating one 
of their book and present examples 
from it. A sample question could be, 
“Can you tell us about your research, 
and give us examples from excerpts 
(or illustrations) from your book of 
how you incorporated that research?”
Lastly, the creator will participate in a 
zoom visit with our region to answer 
the list of questions then a Q & A 
will open to attendees. We also plan 
to record these session and have them 
available to members. 
We want to celebrate our PAL 
members, give them exposure, and 
learn from them.
If this is something that interests you, 
please contact Michele Helsel at 
ksmo-ra@scbwi.org.
Thank you for supporting SCBWI!  

MICHELE HELSEL, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Michele Helsel writes picture books and middle grade. When 
she is not writing or researching, she reads about writing, 
takes courses on writing, or sneaks chocolate from the pantry 
while writing. Michele enjoys sunset walks on the beach, hik-
ing in the mountains, and swimming in the ocean but lives in 
the suburbs of Kansas City with her husband and three kids 
where she, instead, takes nightly walks in a nearby “green 
space” with her two puppy dogs.
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A Tale of Two Poets 
BY JESS TOWNES, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Many of us remember devouring the work of poets like 
Shel Silverstein as children. Even those of us who never 
write in verse appreciate the rhythm and textures and rich 
wordplay found in poetry. Have you considered a career in 
children’s poetry? Don’t know where to start? Two of our 
region’s poets agreed to share their stories and words of 
wisdom from their poetry careers.

David L. Harrison has 
published 101 books of 
poetry, fiction, and 
nonfiction for young readers 
and educational books for 
teachers. His work has been 
anthologized in 200 books; 
translated into twelve 
languages; presented on 
television, radio, stage, and 
video stream; sandblasted in 

the sidewalk at Phoenix’s main library and painted on a 
bookmobile in Colorado. In Springfield, a conference room 
in The Library Center and David Harrison Elementary 
School are named for him. David has given keynote talks, 
commencement addresses, and been featured at hundreds of 
conferences, workshops, and schools across America. He 
holds science degrees from Drury and Emory universities and 
two honorary doctorates of letters. Among dozens of awards, 
two of David’s books of poetry have represented Missouri at 
the National Book Fair in Washington, D.C. The Society of 
Midland Authors honored his book of poetry, Now You See 
Them, Now You Don’t, with its Children’s Nonfiction Literary 
Award for books in 2016. In 2020, he received the first Laura 
Ingalls Wilder Children’s Literature medal for the body of his 
work. David lives with his wife, Sandy, in Springfield, 
Missouri. See more at davidlharrison.com. His blog is 
davidlharrison.wordpress.com .

Constance Levy, award winning 
children’s poet, is the author of five 
collections of poetry for children: 
I’m Going to Pet a Worm Today, A 
Tree Place, When Whales Exhale, A 
Crack in the Clouds; SPLASH – 
Poems of our Watery World, and the 
picture book, The Story of RED 
RUBBER BALL. Her books have 

received critical acclaim and honors including the 2003 
Lee Bennett Hopkins Award for excellence in children’s 
poetry, a Boston Globe-Horn Book Honor award, NCTE 
Notable Book awards, American Booksellers, Kid’s Pick of 

the Lists, William Allen White award lists, Bank Street 
College “Children’s Books of the Year,” and inclusion in 
the New York Public Library select “Children’s Books.” 
She has been a classroom grade teacher, adjunct college 
instructor, guest lecturer and visiting writer in schools. She 
lives in St. Louis, Missouri. 
Question: When did you first start writing poetry?
David: I wrote my first poem in 1st grade. Kids in 1st 
grade can do anything. My mother suggested I leave the 
kitchen (where I’m sure I was underfoot) until dinner was 
ready. My dad had returned triumphantly from a fishing 
trip, and I defy anybody to stay out of the kitchen when 
fresh fishing is frying and sizzling in an iron skillet on the 
stove. I sulked into the living room and brooded over the 
way to express my indignity. Here are my immortal words.
 Sometimes I wish
 I had a little fish
 Upon a dish
I wrote my second poem thirty-seven years later when my 
editor at American Heritage Press asked that I write three 
limericks for a book in progress, The Book of Giant 
Stories. 
 A careless giant once sat
 On top of a very small gnat.
 The gnat looked around
 And said with a frown,
 “That giant has ruined my hat!”
Fifteen years after that I decided to see if 
I could write poetry. I practiced for three 
years, accumulated 100 poems, showed 
them to an editor at Highlights for 
Children just as they were introducing a 
new line of books called Boyds Mills 
Press, and was offered a contract for five 
books of poetry, starting with Somebody 
Catch My Homework. It came out when I was 56, fifty years 
after the fish in the kitchen.
Constance: I wrote my first poem in first grade. The 
poem was about snow and I still remember it. Before that, 
my greatest accomplishment had been teaching myself 
how to spell chrysanthemum. 
I had the preliminaries: nursery rhymes, jump rope songs 
and a number of poems in my head that I had loved, and 
memorized. Like many of the children of my day I had my 
own treasured copy of Robert Louis Stevenson’s A Child’s 

Photo by Nathan Papes,  
Springfield News-Leader

cont’d on pg. 3
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Garden of Verses which is still well worth a writer’s time to 
explore and keep close. In first grade I learned “Who Has 
Seen the Wind?” by Christina Rossetti and “Firefly” by 
Elizabeth Madox Roberts. These and others, small but 
mighty, are still favorites of mine and models to remind me 
to keep it spare but full of meaning.
In Miss Smith’s third grade, I had my most prolific and 
adventurous period. I wrote tirelessly at school, and 
anything I observed or experienced was food for a poem. 
Miss Smith praised my work which, of course, encouraged 
me. It was there that I published my first books. Miss 
Smith helped me punch holes in the papers and fasten 
them with round- headed gold fasteners. My name was on 
each cover. I was an author. 
Fast forward past college and teaching. My children are all 
in school and I am a volunteer, reading poetry in a school. 
By this time my poems were in magazines and journals, 
and I had been part of the Poets in the Schools program 
sponsored by the Missouri Arts Council. I had some 
credentials but no published book to my name. I really 
hadn’t considered trying to find a publisher or learning 
how to navigate the process. Cricket Magazine had 
published some of my poems and I was proud to appear in 
that fine publication. I was content.
And then, on that fateful day, a boy in second grade stood 
up and asked rather indignantly, “Where is your book?  If 

you’re a writer you’re supposed to have a 
book!” It startled me and really started me 
thinking. Thirty years and many rejections 
later my first book, I’m Going to Pet a 
Worm Today, was published by Margaret 
K. McElderry Books/Simon & Schuster. 
The wonderful Margaret McElderry 
published my first four books. 

Question: Why do you write for children?
David: I didn’t set out to write for children. I began by 
writing short stories and dreamed of making my mark in 
that Hemmingway-like genre. He-man stuff. I eventually 
sold a small number of unremarkable stories, but the world 
was saved from further strained similes when I discovered 
through trial and error – emphasis on error – that what I 
liked best, and was best at writing, was stories for kids. 
Since that day in 1967 when I sold my first book for 
children (The Boy with a Drum) the only books I’ve written 
for adults are those I co-write with teachers for teachers.
Constance: I once asked a famous poet if he ever wrote 
for children. His answer was, “Oh, no. It’s much too 
difficult.” He wasn’t joking. A great poet isn’t necessarily a 
great children’s poet. Writing for children requires a way of 
thinking even big things in a smaller way and does not 

mean talking down to the readers. It is great fun but not 
easy. My delight and enthusiasm for the genre has not 
waned since I began writing for children when I was a 
child. I like to see each poem as a puzzle with no picture 
on the box to show you the way, only pieces, with a surprise 
waiting at the end. I write for children because it is fun, full 
of surprises and enriching for me and I like to think of it as 
doing the same for my readers of all ages. There is the 
added benefit of the amazing, often insightful poems 
children write in response. 
Question: What are your sources of inspiration? 
David: Although the brain isn’t a muscle, it works better 
the more exercise it gets. Writers who have been around a 
while have to worry about getting too many ideas to 
handle. The things are everywhere. You can’t get two 
veterans together for five minutes without ideas sparking 
off stray images, casual observations, and unusual 
juxtapositions. Once we identify our favorite fields of 
interest, the ideas flow. Somewhere during a writer’s 
development, we begin to understand that a good writer 
can start with anything and make it fun, entertaining, 
informative, or inspirational for the reader. My main 
sources of inspiration are reading, observing, wondering, 
and experimenting. 
Constance: Children are inspiring: observing them, 
listening to them, interacting with them, and reading what 
they write when they are given opportunities to freely 
express their feelings and ideas are all inspiring.
If you read my books you will note that oceans and whales 
and frying eggs are inspiring. Worms and drizzle and raw 
green peas in the shell are too. I have been inspired also by 
turtles and cardinals (both the birds and the baseball team) 
as well as trees and feet and a red rubber ball.
You might be surprised that I found ants inspiring, and 
probably not surprised that I found a sunset to be.  It’s not 
as simple as “what” you see but more about “how” you see 
it. If you are open to it, look out – it might jump out at you 
when you are least expecting it. Be prepared to jot it down 
on the spot or you might lose it. 
Question: What are some resources for up-and-
coming children’s poets? Or words of wisdom? 
David: The best advice I can give anyone who wants to 
become a writer is: write. Whether the goal is novel, story, 
or poetry: write. Whether the goal is to write for self-
amusement or publication: write. When someone tells me 
they don’t have time to write, I know they are never likely 
to become a writer. When someone tells me they have 
stories they want to write someday, I doubt that their 
“someday” will ever come. The one and only way to become 

Two Poets ... cont’d from pg. 2

cont’d on pg. 4
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Two Poets ... cont’d from pg. 3

JESS TOWNES, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Jess Townes currently serves as 
regional co-advisor for the Kansas-
Missouri SCBWI. She is a children’s 
writer and a regular contributor at All 
the Wonders. She lives in Wentzville, 
Missouri with her ukulele-strumming 
husband, two insatiably curious boys, 
a shoe-stealing dog, and two cats. 
jesstownes.com.

a writer is: write…now. If it’s only for ten minutes a day: 
write. If you have to skip a TV show: write. Write enough 
words, write for enough hours, a time will come when you 
begin to feel like a writer. And DO NOT FRET OVER 
REJECTIONS. There probably isn’t a writer living who 
hasn’t been rejected. Rejections are not important. What is 
important is: write. 
Constance: I suggest you dig in and read the literature 
old and new to learn from those poets you especially like 
with a goal to keep improving your writing until you feel 
your poems are good enough to be in those books. Buy 
poetry books you liked and read them. You should have 
your favorite books handy to read often. You may find 
something new in a poem you have read before. Check the 
library and bookstores to see what new books have arrived.
Write as often as you can and try new approaches and 
techniques. I took classes and workshops led by poets I 
admired that were not children’s writers and found them very 
helpful. Join a critique group. Learn to have your writing 
critiqued without taking it personally or being defensive.  
Most of all keep writing.
Question: What are you working on now? Do you 
have a forthcoming project you’d like to share? 
David: My current work is a two-book project for 
classroom teachers in grades K-3. I’m co-writing it with 
two wonderful professors who are widely known and 

respected for their research in early literacy. Scholastic will 
bring the titles out in January. The week in which I write 
this, I’m close to signing a contract with a different 
publisher, again co-authored with two honored authorities 
in the field of early literacy as well as struggling readers in 
older ages. I’ll probably start work on that one in July and 
hope to finish by October. On the trade side, I’m inching 
along on a manuscript of poems to be illustrated by Giles 
Laroche, who illustrated two previous books of mine. 
Several manuscripts are out for review and a number of 
ideas are stacking up for when I can get to them.
Constance: I have two books just about ready to submit 
for publication. One is a collection of many subjects and 
the other is a different and personal view of birds.
Thank you to David and Constance for sharing your 
thoughts and advice with us. To all the aspiring poets out 
there, you heard them…keep writing!

Check out our featured illustrator of the month at ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-illustrator

Recent Illustrators of the month

April Elizabeth Baddeley June Rob PetersMay Blayne Fox

http://www.jesstownes.com
http://ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-illustrator
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With an ever-changing market in an ever-changing 
industry, it can be tough to know which way is up. Many 
elements are out of our control as writers and illustrators 
which can be frustrating when we put so much time and 
energy into our work. I try to focus on what I can control 
so I don’t lose my sanity. Although it’s a work-in-progress, 
a reminder is helpful to keep my creative life less stressful.

Turn the UNCONTROLLABLE into a CONTROLLABLE 
with the STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³)

1. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Agent/Editor’s Wish List
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Own Topic
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³): 
 • Write what you’re passionate about
 • Don’t write to a trend

2. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Agent/Editor’s Schedule
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Own Writing Routine
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³): 
 • Start your next project while you wait for a response

3. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Agent/Editor’s Opinion
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Own Attitude
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³):  
 • Consider feedback, it’s subjective
 • Surround yourself with positivity
 • Choose to be part of positive creative groups 

4. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Agent/Editor’s Mood
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Body/Mind Connection

 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³):  
 • Move your body to move your brain
 •  The Writer’s Happiness Movement, 

writershappiness.com,  
Yoga with Lori Snyder

 •  “Walking opens up the free flow 
of ideas.” In Praise of Walking 
by Shane O’Mara

5. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Publishing Industry Timing
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Own Productivity
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³):  
 • Accountability partner/group
 • Critique partner/group
 •  Productivity Groups: NaNoWriMo, nanowrimo.org, 

make your own

6. UNCONTROLLABLE:  Publishing Industry Timing
 CONTROLLABLE: Your Own State of Mind
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³):  
 • Enjoy every moment in your journey
 • The Writer’s Happiness Movement,  

writershappiness.com, Lori Snyder
 •  Meditation apps like Calm, Insight Timer, Headspace, 

etc. 

7. *BONUS* CONTROLLABLE: Fill Your Creative Cup
 STAY SANE SUGGESTIONS (S³): 
 • Enjoy life outside of publishing
 • Get away from your desk and your work
 •  “Life isn’t a support system for art.  

It’s the other way around.”  
– Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft

How To Stay Sane In the Ever-Changing 
Publishing Industry
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA

NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA 
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and 
non-fiction for children and adults. She 
has a middle grade book, Surviving the 
Iditarod, You Choose: Surviving Extreme 
Sports (Capstone Press, 2017) and a 
historical non-fiction book, Images Of 
America, Chesterfield (Arcadia Publish-
ing, 2016). Her short stories and poetry 

are published in several anthologies. Besides reading and 
writing she loves to travel, knit, sunsets, family barbeques and 
watching a storm come in from her front porch. Visit her at 
nickijacobsmeyer.com.

https://writershappiness.com/
https://nanowrimo.org/
https://writershappiness.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/150292
http://www.nickijacobsmeyer.com
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My first published book is just over a year old. However, 
the process from writing a manuscript to publishing a book 
on the shelf (as all of you know) has taken many, many 
years. Here’s a look at some of my expectations before 
publishing and some of the realities I’ve learned along the 
way. You may even be able to relate. Enjoy!

Now that I’ve been published, it will be easier to get 
additional contracts (or at least an agent). 

I remember as a pre-published author feeling super stressed 
about my lack of experience when it came time to write 
query letters and book proposals. Highlight your awards, 
they’d say. But I didn’t have any. List your publishing credits 
or accomplishments. Uh, fifth grade spelling bee? What 
about endorsements and platforms? I mean, my mom is 
definitely my biggest fan. Does she count? 
Truth be told, I didn’t have a lot to put in all those little 
boxes and categories. But eventually someone took a 
chance on me, and as my publishing experience grew, so 
did my resume! Yay, I thought. As a published author, with 
multiple awards and a growing platform, they will see what 
a serious writer I am! They won’t have to take a chance on a 
newbie that doesn’t understand the business! Finding an 
agent this next go round will be much easier!
Turns out, it’s not. And while your experience does help you 
grow as a writer, it doesn’t always guarantee another book 
contract or agent deal. Each book must stand on its own in the 
market. And until you have a lot of working relationships in 
the industry, one (or two) published books just doesn’t matter all 
that much. 

Because I signed with a traditional publisher, my 
books will be available in all the big name stores.

You guys, I literally check the board books at Target and 
Walmart, just about every time I’m there. My hope is that 
my book will be sitting on the shelf and my publisher will 
have just forgotten to tell me. I know this is not reality, but 
it is my secret expectation. 
Be honest, before you became a published author, didn’t 
you think this was the case? And still...isn’t it the dream? 
I’m truly hopeful that one day I will have a book in one of 
the big name stores (and some of you already do-- yay!!!) 
But for most of us, this may not be the case. Shelf space in 
those stores is pretty pricey and only the biggest of the 
traditional publishers can afford it. A small or medium 
publishing house may not be able to compete. 
The reality is that you may need to find local bookstores that are 
willing to carry and sell your book. The good news is that 

bookstore people will be your people. And while your book may 
get lost in the shuffle at Target, it will always be front and 
center at your favorite local bookstore. You may even be 
‘hometown’ famous. 

Now that I’m a full-time writer, I will have so much 
more time to write books. 

That statement is actually true. And false. The reality is that 
you will also have more time to be on your phone, do 
laundry and dishes, binge Netflix or go out to lunch with 
friends. Choosing to stay at home and write full-time is 
such a blessing, but it requires you to be super intentional 
with your time. Possibly even more so, than when you were 
balancing a full-time job and writing on the side. 
If you haven’t hit this reality yet, here’s why it happens. 
With a wide open calendar and lots of time for all the 
to-do’s, we tend to procrastinate and put off what needs to 
be done. Suddenly, everything (and everyone) will be 
fighting for your time and attention. You will think, it’s okay 
to do ____ now, because I’ll have time to write later. But 
unfortunately, ‘later’ comes with its own set of needs and 
responsibilities. Pretty soon, you are shuffling your writing 
around ‘when it’s convenient’-- which is actually never. 
Back when you were juggling it all, you had limited time, so 
when it came time to write, you were focused and intentional. 
You made it happen, because if it didn’t happen then, it 
wouldn’t get done. When choosing to be a full-time writer, that 
is the attitude you need to maintain. While it’s fun to be 
flexible, a schedule and routine will keep you on course. 

My agent will love (and send out) everything I write.

Sure, it’s possible (and if this is the case, please contact me 
and share your agent’s info because this girl is looking!!!). 
But the reality is, your agent has a job to do and while they 
may be your biggest cheerleader, it’s quite probable they 
will also be your toughest critic. 
If they are doing their job well, and you have a good 
relationship with them, you have to believe that they have 
your best interest at heart. And since they’ve already signed 
you as a client, you know they see potential in and enjoy 
your work! 
Unfortunately, that doesn’t mean that they are going to love 
everything you write (it’s subjective, remember?) And while your 
story might be amazing, the market may not be ready for it OR 
it may be oversaturated with books similar to yours. Your agent 
should know these things and be able to inform you accordingly. 
Here’s where patience and trusting the process comes in. 

Expectation vs Reality
BY AMANDA FLINN, KS/MO PAL COORDINATOR

cont’d on pg. 7
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***However, if your agent is not keeping the lines of 
communication open, it may be time to cut ties and seek 
representation elsewhere. You deserve someone who fully 
supports and champions your work!

At some point, I will feel like I’ve made it.  

Maybe it’s a spot on the New York Times Bestseller list or 
being known by the masses. Maybe your dream is to speak 
at a major writing conference or to write a blog that goes 
viral. Maybe just having your name on a book is the goal. 
For me, I like to dream big. But I’m also learning to be 
content with enough and yet hopeful for more. Success 
these days looks like a tag on Instagram of a new mom 
reading my book to her baby. Or a fully energized library 
visit, followed by a few book sales on a Thursday. 
Sometimes it’s checking Amazon and seeing my book 
maintaining it’s spot in the top 100,000 books for over a 
year (today it was #49,225!).

But regardless of our big and little successes, ‘making it’ 
probably shouldn’t be the goal. No matter how many books 
you’ve published, it’s important to have a willingness to learn 
and always remain coachable. Keep reading in your genre, keep 
taking courses to grow your craft and keep teaching new writers 
who are coming up behind you. Try something new. Take a 
risk. Write or sketch outside of the box. 
And most of all, enjoy what you do. You can’t put a price on a 
life well lived. 

Check out our latest PAL Author of the Month at 
ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author

AMANDA FLINN, PAL COORDINATOR 
Amanda Flinn is an award-winning 
author, blogger and book nerd. Her 
debut board book, Yoga Baby, was 
released June 2020, with The Maker, 
and God Made All Your Feelings 
scheduled to arrive in 2021 and 2022. 
Amanda lives in Jackson, Missouri, 
with her husband, three boys, two 

rowdy rescue pups and a pair of furry chinchillas. To learn 
more about her family and recent writing projects, visit 
amandaflinn.com.

Expectation vs Reality ... cont’d from pg. 6

101st book, The Dirt Book. He had his first school visit 
since pre-pandemic on June 10th in Leeton, Missouri. On 
the 16th, he had a library visit in Versailles, Missouri. His 
June 22nd interview on KWTO Radio, reached into four 
states. On the 25th, he signed a contract to co-author an 
educational resource book for Teacher Created Materials. 
On the 29th, he had a book signing at Sundog Book Store 
in Seaside, Florida.

COVID certainly delayed publication, 
but Billie Holladay Skelley’s book, It’s 
Almost Time to Celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, 
is available now, in paperback and ebook, 
on Amazon. The book is a great way to 
introduce children to the history, legends, 

and traditions surrounding St. Patrick’s Day!

Paula Winfrey 
had two books 
published in 
2020 and one in 
June 2021 all 
from Amazing 
Things Press. Adventures of the Bubble Kids: Montgomery, 
Alabama is the first in an adventure/history-based series that 
features three siblings and their dog who use magic bubble 
solution to travel. The other two are companion books, 
Because We Stayed Home - A Story of Hope and Because We 
Didn’t Give Up - A Story of Faith about life during a 
pandemic. All three books are available through Amazon.

MEMBER NEWS

Audio rights for Natalie Cammaratta’s debut 
YA novel Falling and Uprising have sold to 
Tantor Media.

Thanks to the recommendation by the former 
Kansas RA, Sue Ford, Lorri Casey has a 
work-for-hire contract with publishing development 
company to create textbook lecture outlines/PowerPoint 
slides for a high school course. 

Pat Danna recently published a picture 
book, Delmar the Dinky, about a little 
trolley at the 1904 World’s Fair in St. 
Louis. “The little trolley that time forgot.” 
The big trolleys think Delmar is too small 
to take passengers to the 1904 World’s 

Fair in St. Louis. Can the little dinky prove them wrong? 
Follow Delmar on his journey to prove that no matter how 
small you are, with determination and courage, you can 
succeed. Availability: Barnes & Noble; Amazon; local 
independent bookstore.

David Harrison is, as he puts it, back to 
standing in front of kids again. On June 2 
and 3rd, he gave a virtual poetry workshop 
for children as party of Springfield-Greene 
County Library District’s summer reading 
program. The 8th saw the release of his 

http://ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author
http://www.amandaflinn.com/
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Keeping Hope in the Mail
BY WENDELIN VAN DRAANEN

It took me ten years to get a manuscript 
accepted by a publisher. And during those 
ten years I lived in a four-hundred square 
foot rental in a bad part of town and went 
from being married, to being married with 
two dogs, to being married with two dogs 
and two kids. 
Oh, yeah. And there was that full-time job 
teaching school, too. 
But squeezed into the cracks of those circumstances was my 
dream of getting a novel published, and it was during this time 
that I created stories about a young female sleuth named Sammy 
Keyes—a seventh grade gumshoe with a spunky personality who 
was influenced by students I saw every day at work.
The cracks I wedged my writing into were the early hours of 
each day, beginning at 5:00 when my husband left for work 
and ending when one of my babies went “Waaaah!” or it was 
time to get ready for work, and then last thing at night after 
the grading was done and the kids were in bed. 
I didn’t know about SCBWI.
The internet wasn’t the resource it is today.
I didn’t know there were other writers like me out there, 
dreaming my dream. 
I didn’t know how to work smarter, so I just kept working harder.
Early on in this routine, story submissions were done by snail 
mail, and I actively sent query letters, or sample chapters—or 
shoot, the whole manuscript—to publishers and agents in 
New York. And during those ten years, I was actively rejected 
by New York—usually with some version of the classic “We’re 
sorry, this is not right for us at this time, but please think of 
us again with your next project.” 
After ten long years of this I’d managed to complete four titles in 
the Sammy Keyes series, but hadn’t found a publisher for them. 
Now, part of what got me through those ten years was not 
knowing it would be ten years. Also, there was my also-aspiring-
author husband’s unwavering support. But the key thing that got 
me through, was living by the concept of “putting hope in the 
mail,” a phrase my husband and I began using when we’d send 
something off to editors or agents in New York. 
Over the years and with the evolution of technology, the 
saying expanded to include email and, more broadly, doing 
something, anything, that created possibility. It meant 
overcoming your fears, it meant putting yourself out there. 
And mostly, it meant picking yourself up after rejection and 
trying again.
Rejection is hard on everyone, but it’s especially hard when 
there’s an emotional component to it. For most of us, our 
books are our “babies.” We put our whole being into their 

creation. Through their work, creative people expose their 
heart, and rejection can pierce it, leaving the creative self to 
shrivel up and die if we don’t find ways to patch ourself up 
and try again.
For my husband and me, putting hope in the mail—sending 
out a query letter, making a phone call, filling out an 
application…anything that would buoy us with the belief that 
good things might happen—is what got us through hard 
times and got me to my eventual publishing “yes.” And I love 
the expression because it really does capture the feeling you 
get when you send out a query, sample, or manuscript. “Good 
luck, Great Story” you whisper as you press Send, and you can 
feel your creative soul being lifted. 
Hope is in the mail.
Now, that Great Story will likely get rejected, but it almost 
doesn’t matter, because in the meantime you have the energy to 
continue on your quest. Or to start writing something new. From 
my ten years of experience with rejection, I learned that half the 
battle of making any dream a reality is keeping hope alive. 

And it is SO worth it to do so! My life 
changed when all four of the Sammy Keyes 
books were picked up at once by Knopf /
Random House. And then, when the first 
title, Sammy Keyes and the Hotel Thief—a book 
that many publishers rejected—went on to 
win an Edgar, writing requests started 
coming in to ME. Suddenly the (gum)shoe 

was on the other foot, and I was the one saying, “I’m sorry, 
this is not right for me at this time… “
Today the Sammy Keyes mystery series is complete at eighteen 
books and I have an in-print catalog of over thirty novels. 
Many have been translated into other languages, and two 
have been made into movies. It’s been a remarkable run, but 
one that would never have happened if I’d given up at any 
time during those ten hard years. So, if you’re struggling to 
find a publisher or are feeling discouraged by publishing in 
general, take the steps, make a call, ask for help, do whatever 
it takes to create possibility. 
Hope is a wonderful thing.
Don’t be afraid to put some in the mail. 

WENDELIN VAN DRAANEN
Wendelin Van Draanen is the author 
of more than 30 novels. Her first non-
fiction book, Hope in the Mail: Reflec-
tions on Writing and Life, is part writing 
craft tips, part publishing insights, suit-
able for writers of all ages. You can 
find her on social @WendelinVanD, or 
learn more at WendelinVanD.com 

http://www.WendelinVanD.com
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Mustangs and Magic
BY JENNIFER ADAM

mane and tail. Those first few days were difficult because I 
couldn’t even glance at her without sending her galloping 
away in a panic. But I was drawn to her in a soul-deep way 
I can’t even describe.
For weeks I sat in a chair just inside her pasture gate, 
reading out loud so she could get used to the sound of my 
voice, letting her sniff my jeans and boots, watching the 
way she carried tension in her body. Step by step she let me 
get closer, standing still for longer periods of time before 
the urge to run would overcome her curiosity. We made 
progress, but it was slow and uneven.
I spent a lot of time wondering if I was doomed to fail.
Then, one fall twilight, I stood out in the pasture with her 
and watched a full harvest moon rise, ripe and golden, over 
the horizon. The air was filled with the songs of late 
crickets and migrating geese, the rattle of cornstalks ready 
for harvest. It was beautiful and I let out a sigh.
She sighed too – and let me rest my hand on her shoulder 
without flinching for the first time. Her coat was warm 
satin beneath my palm, and I felt a current of awe sizzle 
through my skin at the moment of connection between us.
I won’t lie and say the rest of our relationship was easy – 
but that was the start of something special. After that, I 
was able to halter her. Lead her. Saddle her. Even ride her, 
though she never quite let go of her immense fear.
Working with her was such a life-changing experience I 
soon adopted two more mustangs directly from the BLM’s 
Wild Horse program myself. And then I eventually 
adopted two others.
Each mustang had such a distinct, different temperament 
and presented new challenges and lessons for me. They 
were a constant source of inspiration and I began writing 
(and selling) articles and stories about them. I met other 
writers – authors with established careers I admired – who 
asked me for advice about writing horses in books and 
offered me a glimpse into the publishing industry.
By this point my kids were in school, and I decided I had 
time to write a book. This project was an adult 
contemporary fantasy about a ballet dancer, and I spent 
years on it before querying. The response was excellent – 
most agents requested the full manuscript. But after 
reading it, they sent me rejections explaining that despite 
enjoying my writing and the story, they didn’t feel they 
could sell it to a major publisher. 
I spent a lot of time wondering if I was doomed to fail.

cont’d on pg.10

Every author’s path to publication is unique. For a lucky 
few, the road is fairly smooth and the journey swift. Often, 
however, it includes delays and detours, twists and turns. 
And if you’re anything like me, it might involve horses. 
Wild ones, to be specific.
For as long as I can remember I’ve been passionate about 
books, ballet, history and horses – in no particular order. 
Figuring out practical job possibilities was a challenge, as 
you might imagine. Writing seemed like the best way to 
explore all my various interests, but after marrying a 
full-time 3rd generation family farmer (who sold his 
motorcycle to buy me my first horse!) and moving to a 
rural area I wasn’t sure how to build a career for myself. 
And then I had two babies less than two years apart, 
developed life-threatening health complications, and 
suddenly found myself desperately struggling both 
physically and emotionally.
During the long process of recovery, I was forced to sell my 
first horse, but as I started to regain my strength my husband 
suggested I search for another. My goal was to purchase a 
solid, steady, slightly older well-trained gelding so that I 
could find peace in the saddle, an escape from stress.
Instead, I met a mustang mare who, after two years off the 
range, still couldn’t be haltered or handled. A pleasant 
couple had adopted her from the Bureau of Land 
Management’s Wild Horse and Burro program, but they 
hadn’t been able to build the trust necessary for training, 
and she’d remained pretty much entirely feral. She was not 
at all the horse I’d intended to buy – not at all the horse I 
was prepared for – but I could not get her out of my mind. 
Every time I saw her, I saw a piece of myself.
So, after weeks of deliberation and discussion, my husband 
and I hitched up the horse trailer and drove hours away to 
pick up this terrified copper-colored mare with a flaxen 
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JENNIFER ADAM
Jennifer Adam started writing stories 
when her grandmother showed her 
how to make books out of construction 
paper and staples. After living on both 
coasts, she married a farmer and set-
tled down in the middle of the country. 
When she’s not riding her formerly wild 
mustang mare or paddling a kayak on 

a lake of swans, she’s probably hiking through trees or hiding 
in a library. Her house is full of books and cats and forgotten 
cups of tea. The Last Windwitch is her debut novel.

But I had learned a lot from my little herd of mustangs. 
Patience, persistence, quiet faith, the value of slow progress, 
trust in the process even if you can’t see positive change 
right away.
I kept writing, but my next project was just for fun: a 
magical, whimsical upper middle grade fantasy about a 
hedgewitch and her clumsy apprentice, a tricky pony 
(based on one of my own horses) and a herd of mythical 
stormhorses (inspired entirely by my mustangs). I was 
struggling with health troubles and grieving both the loss 
of my husband’s father as well as my first mustang so I 
wanted an escape. I wanted to wander through a world of 
elemental magic and bright hope, friendship and loyalty 
that could overcome dark threats. 

I wrote The Last Windwitch for myself – for 
the girl I had been, the young reader who’d 
always turned to books for comfort and 
companionship when things got tough. 
The thought of sharing it – of querying it, 
and facing the sting of rejection again – 
didn’t occur to me until the book was 
mostly done and my wonderful writing 

friends/critique partners encouraged me to see what might 
happen. I knew from previous experience that the process 
of querying can take a long, long, LONG time so I didn’t 
expect to hear anything for several months.
I sent six queries on October 29th – and by Halloween I had 
two requests for fulls. Within a week three more agents 
requested the full manuscript, and I had an offer of 

representation from my dream agent. It felt like impossible 
magic, and when the book sold at auction three weeks after 
going on sub I told my horses before I even called my husband.
At the moment I only have one mustang – I’ve gotten busy 
with writing and in this season of my life I love just having 
one to focus on – but she remains one of my greatest 
sources of inspiration. Horses find their ways into 
everything I write, somehow, and when I’m tangled in plot 
knots I know time in the saddle can always help me 
smooth out the threads. 
The Last Windwitch is my debut, and I have a second 
middle grade fantasy called Lark and the Wild Hunt coming 
out sometime in 2022. You will find magical horses in both 
books – though they’re quite different, they all reflect 
aspects of the wild horses I have known and loved for 
nearly two decades. My mustangs have given me the 
courage to keep writing through fear, self-doubt, and 
uncertainty – and that is powerful magic, too.  

Check out season 5 of our Podcasts!

Featuring conversations with: 
Marietta Zacker  •  Jerry Pinkney
Susan Dobinick  •  Jennifer Vassel

MARIETTA ZACKER JERRY PINKNEY SUSAN DOBINICK JENNIFER VASSEL

scbwi.org/online-resources/podcasts

https://www.scbwi.org/online-resources/podcasts/
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“There’s a really, really engaged 
community that has emerged this year 
called #BookTok. . . It’s really shifting the 
whole dynamic of YA. This is the first 
time we’re seeing a meaningful impact 
from organized social media to put 
backlist titles back on the bestseller lists.”

Kristen McLean – Executive Director of the NPD Group

BOOK MARKETS
After close to three decades of working as a children’s book 
editor at Random House, Viking, and HarperCollins, Jill 
Davis has joined ASTRA PUBLISHING to helm a 
yet-to-be named children’s books imprint. Davis’s imprint 
will debut in fall 2022, joining other Astra kids’ lines, 
including mineditionUS, Boyds Mills Press, Calkins Creek, 
Kane Press, and Wordsong. She anticipates publishing 15 to 
20 books annually with veteran and debut authors and 
illustrators. “I plan to publish some board book series, graphic 
chapter books, lots of picture books, and an occasional 
middle grade or teen graphic novel,” she said. “More than 
anything else, my list at Astra will be lots of fun. I want to 
find the perfect balance between the quirky approach I love 
so much and the broad appeal that helps a book succeed. I 
still adore nonfiction and biography . . . so some of those will 
definitely be in the mix.”  (Publishers Weekly (PW) 6/14/21)
CHARLESBRIDGE has launched Connections, an 
initiative to promote the work of aspiring children’s authors 
who identify as Black, Indigenous, or People of Color. 
Only unagented authors are invited to submit their picture 
book or novel manuscripts for feedback. Selected 
participants will be able to have a FREE one-on-one 
session with a Charlesbridge editor to discuss their project. 
The editor will offer specific constructive feedback on 
manuscripts, cover letters, and the submissions process, as 
well as guidance about the publishing industry if requested. 
These sessions are designed to help underrepresented 
writers refine their manuscripts and prepare for submission 
to publishing houses or agents. Visit the website for 

participation guidelines. charlesbridge.com/pages/
connections  (Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf 
(PWCB) 5/20/21 and Charlesbridge.com)
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS has acquired Ripple 
Grove Press and its catalog of 16 picture books, which will 
be added to CRP’s own children’s list. Among Ripple 
Grove’s best-known titles since its launch in 2014 are Mae 
and the Moon, Iver & Elsworth, and Seb and the Sun. Ripple 
Grove, written by Ripple Grove founder Rob Broder and 
illustrated by Melissa Larson, will be released in 2022.  
(PW 5/4/21) 
Kentucky-based GNOME ROAD is a brand-new 
children’s publisher, housing three imprints: 
 •  Little Gnome Books, for young and developing readers, 

accepts queries or full picture book manuscripts under 
1,000 words (or up to 1,500 for nonfiction) and queries 
plus first ten pages of chapter books or early middle-
grade novels (novels should also include plot summary.) 
Submissions accepted only in the months of March and 
September each calendar year. 

 •  Gnome Road, for upper middle grade and young 
adult readers, accepts submissions only in the months 
of July and December each calendar year. 

 •  Gnome Wild, focused on novelty books, is not 
currently accepting submissions but will look at 
pitches. 

See Gnome Road website for wish list and submission 
guidelines. (GnomeRoadPublishing.com and Institute of 
Children’s Literature (ICL) eNews 5/6/21)
HAPPY YAK, the newest imprint from UK-based The 
Quarto Group, is dedicated to publishing preschool board 
books, playful picture books and accessible nonfiction for 
babies to 7-year-olds. Texts should have core child 
developmental benefits while still being entertaining.  
“Our books are perfect for small children with big 
personalities.” Happy Yak is eager to identify new talent, 
especially diverse voices and perspectives, and welcomes 
unsolicited book proposals from published and 
unpublished authors. Submissions should be original, 
topical, and suitable for an international market. For more 
information about Happy Yak, their titles, and submission 
requirements, go to quartoknows.com/Happy-Yak  
(CBI – July 2021 and QuartoKnows.com/Happy-Yak)
Minnesota-based JOLLY FISH PRESS, an imprint of 
North Star Editions, is seeking high-quality middle grade 
and YA fiction novels, especially books showcasing strong 
voices, unique stories, and diverse characters. Also offering 
work-for-hire opportunities for authors. Submission and 
work-for-hire details at jollyfishpress.com/work-with-us/  
(ICL eNews 6/17/21 and JollyFishPress.com)

The Market Place 
COMPILED BY RITA RUSSELL

NOTE: We have done our best to include only  
reputable markets. Before approaching any market 
or contest, do your research.

https://charlesbridge.com/pages/connections
https://charlesbridge.com/pages/connections
https://www.quartoknows.com/Happy-Yak
https://jollyfishpress.com/work-with-us/
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Multicultural children’s book publisher LEE & LOW has 
acquired El Paso-based Cinco Puntos Press, adding130 
titles to its list, as well as the first-ever adult titles to be 
published by Lee & Low. Forthcoming Cinco Puntos titles 
will still publish under the Cinco Puntos imprint, with the 
possibility of adding more titles to the imprint in the 
future. Jason Low, publisher of Lee & Low, said acquiring 
Cinco Puntos made philosophical sense. “There are very 
few presses in our industry that truly share Lee & Low’s 
values, but Cinco Puntos does. The books that Lee and 
Bobby Byrd have chosen to publish [since 1985] amplify 
marginalized voices and reflect the ideal of a truly inclusive 
publishing industry.”  (PW 6/28/21)
PEACHTREE is expanding into young adult books with 
its newest imprint, Peachtree Teen, which will debut in 
summer 2022. Helming Peachtree Teen are Editor Ashley 
Hearn and Associate Editor Jonah Heller, whose stated 
mission is to shape a list that “focuses on fresh, empathetic 
storytelling that empowers teens and inspires conversation.” 
Hearn came to Peachtree in 2020 after three years at Page 
Street Publishing, where she helped developed a YA list. 
Heller has worked at Peachtree since 2016, editing picture 
book, middle grade, and YA authors. (PW 4/29/21) 

“Put your manuscript aside for a few 
weeks before going back to it. With a 
little distance, you’ll be able to see where 
there are superfluous scenes or 
unnecessary purple prose.”

Alli Brydon – former Associate Editor at 
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. 

PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS 
ABRAMS CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Heather Kelly has 
been promoted to Assistant Art Director at Appleseed and 
Abrams BFYR, from senior designer.  (PWCB 6/17/21)
ARCTIS BOOKS USA, an imprint of W-1 Media, 
welcomed Joy Bean as lead Editor. Previously she was 
senior editor at Boyds Mills & Kane and Little Bee Books. 
(PWCB 6/8/21)
Andrea Hall joined BEAMING BOOKS as Senior 
Acquisitions Editor, exiting Albert Whitman & Company 
where she was an editor. (PWCB 5/27/21)
Megan Abbate joined BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS as nonfiction Editor, coming from Roaring 
Brook Press where she was an assistant editor.  
(PWCB 4/20/21)

Promotions at CANDLEWICK PRESS: 
 •  Hilary Van Dusen is Senior Executive Editor, 

acquiring all MIT Kids and MITeen titles; she was 
previously executive editor. (PWCB 6/24/21)

 •  Christine Engels moves up to Associate Editor, from 
assistant editor. (PWCB 5/20/21) 

 •  Lisa Rudden is the new Assistant Art Director, up 
from senior book designer. (PWCB 4/27/21)

Editorial moves at DELACORTE PRESS  
(PWCB 5/11/21)
 •  Wendy Loggia and Krista Marino have been 

promoted to V-P Senior Executive Editor, from senior 
executive editor. 

 •  Kelsey Horton is Senior Editor, from editor. 
 •  Alison Romig rises to Assistant Editor, from editorial 

assistant.
Promotions and new hires at DISNEY HYPERION 
(PWCB 6/22/21 and 6/15/21)
 •  Sylvie Frank joined as Executive Editor, directing 

picture book development. Previously she was senior 
editor at Simon & Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books. 

 •  Jocelyn Davies is Executive Editor, from senior editor, 
overseeing all new and reimagined Disney IP 
development. 

 •  Brittany Rubiano was promoted to Senior Editor, 
from editor. 

 •  Elanna Heda joined as Editorial Assistant, coming 
from Legacy Research Group where she held the same 
position. 

 •  Ashley Fields joined as Editorial Assistant. 
 •  Rebecca Kuss joined the Rick Riordan Presents 

imprint as Senior Editor; previously she was an editor 
at Inkyard Press. 

Frances Gilbert has been promoted to VP, Editor-in-
Chief at DOUBLEDAY BFYR. (PWCB 5/27/21)
HARPERCOLLINS promotions (PWCB 5/14/21)
 •  Luana Horry, Mabel Hsu, and Clarissa Wong moved 

up to Senior Editor, from editor.
 •  Sarah Homer and Sara Schonfeld have been 

promoted to Associate Editor, from assistant editor. 
 •  Arianna Robinson has been promoted to Assistant 

Editor, from editorial assistant.   
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT BFYR 
welcomed Jennifer Keenan as Art Director, coming  
from the same position at Macmillan Children’s.  
(PWCB 4/13/21)
Kerry Martin has been promoted to Creative Director for 
HOLIDAY HOUSE, Peachtree, and Pixel+Ink, moving 
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up from art director for Holiday House. (PWCB 6/22/21)
INSIGHT EDITIONS has named Sara Miller 
Associate Publisher for Children’s Books. Previously she 
was editorial director at Melissa & Doug, in addition to 
stints at Disney Publishing and Scholastic. (PWCB 5/6/21)
Promotions at LITTLE BROWN BFYR:
 •  Esther Cajahuaringa moved up to Editor, from 

associate editor. Regan Winter moved up to Associate 
Editor, from assistant editor. (PWCB 6/8/21)

 •  Lisa Yoskowitz is Executive Editorial Director, up 
from editorial director. Sasha Illingworth has been 
promoted to Associate Creative Director, from 
executive art director. Hallie Tibbetts is Associate 
Editor, from assistant editor. (PWCB 4/20/21)

MACMILLAN promotions:  
 •  Mark Podesta moved up to Associate Editor at Henry 

Holt BFYR, from assistant editor. (PWCB 6/8/21)
 •  Aram Kim is Art Director for FSG, Feiwel and 

Friends, Henry Holt, and Roaring Brook Press. 
Previously she was senior designer. (PWCB 4/22/21)

PENGUIN YOUNG READERS promotions  
(PWCB 5/27/21 and 4/13/21; and PW 5/20/21)
 •  Viking BFYR: Tamar Brazis is Associate Publisher, 

from editorial director. Aneeka Kalia is Associate 
Editor, from assistant editor. Meriam Metoui is 
Assistant Editor, from editorial assistant. 

 •  Penguin Young Readers:  Ellice Lee is Senior Art 
Director, from art director. Kate Renner is Associate 
Art Director, from assistant art director. 

 •  Nancy Paulsen Books: Stacey Barney is Associate 
Publisher, effective June 1. Barney will work closely 
with Nancy Paulsen to expand the imprint. Her first 
books are scheduled to appear on the fall 2022 list. 
Caitlin Tutterow, joins from Putnam as Assistant 
Editor, reporting to both Barney and Paulsen.  

 •  Kokila: Sydnee Monday is Associate Editor, from 
assistant editor. 

Talia Benamy has been promoted to Editor at PHILOMEL 
BOOKS, from associate editor. (PWCB 6/3/21)
Art department changes at RANDOM HOUSE: Sarah 
Hokanson is Art Director, promoted from associate art 
director. Nicole Gastonguay is Assistant Art Director, from 
senior designer. Taline Boghosian joined as a Designer, 
coming from Starry Forest Books. (PWCB 6/17/21)
SCHOLASTIC promotions:
 •  Jess Harold is Associate Editor, from assistant editor. 

(PWCB 6/22/21)  
 •  Stacy Lellos stepped down as president of Klutz on 

May 31. Netta Rabin, formerly v-p, publisher and 

creative director of Klutz, will be in charge of the 
imprint. Vanessa Han has been promoted to Art 
Director at Klutz, from associate art director.  
(PWCB 4/27/21)

Alisha Zucker joined WORKMAN’S CHILDREN’S as 
Senior Editor, focusing on curriculum titles. She brings to 
the position over a decade of experience at Scholastic, 
where she most recently was executive editor of Early 
Childhood Mathematics. (PWCB 5/18/21)
Tiffany Liao has been hired as Executive Editor at 
ZANDO, a new publishing venture founded by former 
Crown publisher Molly Stern. Liao will lead Zando’s Young 
Readers initiative, identifying and shaping “opportunities 
across fiction and nonfiction for middle grade and teen 
readers, including developing literary content internally.” She 
comes to Zando from Henry Holt BFYR where she was 
senior editor, working with bestselling authors Tomi 
Adeyemi (Children of Blood and Bone) and Angeline Boulley 
(Firekeeper’s Daughter). (PW 5/25/21)

“Agents know what publishers are looking 
for and they tend to look for books that will 
make a quick connection. This means an 
agent may turn down a book that is ready 
for publication. This is why it is essential not 
to take agent rejections personally. A reject 
usually means ‘this book isn’t a good match 
for the connections I have’ rather than a 
value judgement on the work or your skills 
as a writer.”

Jan Fields – Freelance Author & Writing Instructor

AGENT NEWS
Miranda Paul has been promoted to Agent at ERIN 
MURPHY LITERARY AGENCY, from associate agent. 
“She has her sights on prolific writers and writer-
illustrators who are able to craft geeky-yet-wildly-
entertaining manuscripts that bring science to lay 
audiences, make her laugh out loud, or have a strong social 
justice bent; and novels, memoirs, or nonfiction that are 
philosophically and emotionally gripping.”  
(PWCB 4/13/21 and EMLiterary.com)
GREENHOUSE LITERARY welcomed Kristin 
Ostby as Agent on April 19. Ostby was a senior editor  

cont’d on pg. 14
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at Simon & Schuster BFYR, where she worked for 
sixteen years, in addition to working as a freelance  
editor and writer. She represents middle grade and  
young adult fiction, as well as picture book author/
illustrators and select adult fiction. Currently seeking 
tightly written, tightly plotted, fast-paced commercial 
MG and YA fiction involving adventure, mystery, and 
contemporary humor, as well as YA romance.  
(PWCB 4/13/21 and GreenhouseLiterary.com)
Brianne Johnson has exited Writers House to join HG 
LITERARY as Agent. (PWCB 5/20/21)
After 13 years as an Agent with Betsy Amster Literary, 
Mary Cummings has formed GREAT RIVER 
LITERARY. Cummings represents fiction, literary 
nonfiction and poetry for children and teens, in all formats: 
board and picture books, chapter books, middle grade, and 
young adult fiction and nonfiction. Wishlist and 
submission guidelines on website. Before becoming an 
agent, Cummings was education director at the Loft 
Literary Center in Minneapolis, where she oversaw the 
annual festival of children’s literature.  
(CBI – July 2021 and GreatRiverLiterary.com)

“Twelve books published in six years. 
And every day, I’m still afraid when I sit 
at my computer. EVERY DAY. I do it 
anyway. Know what you learn? Your 
brain lies. Something always comes out 
of my fingers. Some days it’s crap, but 
crap can be fixed. If I don’t sit down . . . 
nothing. You choose.”

Laura Drake – Award-winning Romance Author

MAGAZINE MARKETS
Cricket Media has posted a special call for submissions 
that match current themes. General submissions are always 
open. (CBI – July 2021 and CricketMag.Submittable.com) 
 •  BABYBUG (for babies and toddlers): “Let’s Play” 

– seeking poems, stories, finger plays, and action 
rhymes about little ones’ favorite games. “Fantastic 
Fall” – seeking poetry, action rhymes, finger plays, and 
very short stories that celebrate autumn. Submission 
deadline August 15, 2021. Details on website. 
cricketmag.submittable.com/submit/17819/babybug-
magazine-for-ages-6-months3-years

 •  LADYBUG (for ages 3-6): “Exploring Our World” – 
 seeking compelling explorations of our world written 
for young children. “I Can Help” – seeking short 
stories, rebus stories, poems, action rhymes, riddles, 
and songs about young children learning how to think 
through problems and help themselves and others. 
Submission deadline August 15, 2021. Details on 
website. cricketmag.submittable.com/submit/17818/
ladybug-magazine-for-ages-36%20%20

 •  SPIDER (for ages 6-9): “Legendary Kids” – seeking 
fresh retellings of folktales, fairytales, tall tales, and 
myths that cast a child—not an adult—as the clever 
problem-solver. Anthropomorphic fables with young 
animal heroes are also encouraged. “Outside of the Box” 
– welcomes contemporary stories and poems, but more 
excited to read material that falls outside popular 
categories, such as plays, science fiction, or historical 
fiction and nonfiction. Interested in inventive projects 
and activities like recipes, games, crafts, magic tricks, 
science experiments, or silly quizzes. Submission 
deadline August 15, 2021. Details on website. 
cricketmag.submittable.com/submit/17817/spider-
magazine-for-ages-69

 •  CRICKET (for ages 9-14): “Ancient Worlds” – seeking 
historical fiction, nonfiction, myths and legends, and 
poetry about ancient cultures, including ancient 
Greece, Rome, Egypt, India, China, Africa, the 
Americas, Pacific Islands, and more. “Game On!” 
– seeking fiction, nonfiction, and poetry featuring a 
competition, game, rivalry, or challenge. Submission 
deadline August 15, 2021. Details on website.
cricketmag.submittable.com/submit/17789/cricket-
magazine-for-ages-914%20

“I love my rejection slips. 
They show me I try.”

Sylvia Plath – Poet, Novelist, Short-Story Writer

CONTESTS
SYDNEY TAYLOR MANUSCRIPT 
COMPETITION The Association of Jewish Libraries is 
accepting submissions for this award given for the best 
fiction manuscript appropriate for readers ages 8-13, 
written by an unpublished author of fiction for young 
readers. The story must reveal positive aspects of Jewish life 
and offer content that deepens the understanding of 
Judaism for both Jewish and non-Jewish readers. Short 
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stories, plays, poetry, or collections of short stories are not 
eligible. Manuscript length: 64 to 200 pages. Submission 
deadline: September 30, 2021. Grand prize: $1,000  
(CBI – July 2021 and JewishLibraries.org)
THE BOOKLIFE PRIZE, an annual writing 
competition sponsored by BookLife and Publishers 
Weekly, is seeking submissions from independent authors 
who have written great written works in fiction categories: 
Romance/Erotica; Mystery/Thriller; Science Fiction/
Fantasy/Horror; General Fiction; and Middle-Grade & 
YA Fiction. The Prize is judged by PW reviewers, editors, 
authors, and publishing veterans, with a grand cash prize of 
$5,000, and a $1000 prize for the winner of each category. 
All participants receive a Critic’s Report (a brief written 
assessment) of their work by a Publishers Weekly reviewer. 
Entry deadline: August 31, 2021. Entry fee: $99. For more 
information, visit booklife.com/about-us/the-booklife-
prize.html (CBI – July 2021 and BookLife.com) 

“You cannot use up creativity;  
the more you use, the more you have.”

Maya Angelou – Poet and Activist

TWITTER PITCH CONTESTS
Author Heather Ayris Burnell tracks pitch contests on her 
website SubItClub.com. Here are two upcoming events:

 THURSDAY, SEPT 2ND AND THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2ND 
  #Pitmad – Open to all genres and categories.  

Pitch your work via Twitter between 8am and 8pm 
EST using the #Pitmad hashtag. For details see:  
pitchwars.org/pitmad/

  THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH 
  #FaithPitch – Open to Christian fiction and nonfiction  

“. . . from a biblical worldview for babies, children, 
tweens and teens, new adults, and adults.” Pitch your 
completed manuscript via Twitter using the #FaithPitch 
hashtag, between 9am and 7pm ET. See guidelines for 
more details at faithpitch.com/guidelines
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RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell is a word lover, storyteller, 
and writer with hope and heart. She has 
tons of terrific ideas for picture books, 
screenplays, novels, and T-shirts, and she’s 
excited to share her work with the world. 
She’s always on the hunt for the best pe-
can pie recipe ever, and occasionally she 

tweets @RRussellWrites.

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal:  
it’s the courage to continue that counts.”

Winston Churchill – British Prime Minister

WRITING RESOURCES
FIRST DRAFT TO FINAL BOOK Author/Illustrator 
Shay Fan believes books are magic, but more than that, she 
knows that true magic is in the writing and rewriting: 
inspiration plus years of perspiration. On her blog, Fan invites 
authors and illustrators to share their journeys to publication 
to explore what it took (# of drafts? # of rejections?) to bring 
their manuscripts to life. Bookmark this page. You’ll want to 
fill up your cup of persistence again and again with these 
authors’ inspiring stories of determination and dedication. 
(FirstDraftFinalBook.com and ICL e-News 7/8/21) 
GETTING FOOD RIGHT IN FICTION Food is love, 
food is memory, food is a sensory detail that enriches story. 
Many of our most favorite experiences as children and 
adults are connected to food, and in this tasteful essay, 
caterer, writer, editor Jamie Harrison gives you the 
necessary ingredients for creating delicious food scenes 
that feed the soul and leave readers hungry for more.  
(ICL e-News 5/20/21 and LitHub.com)
HIGHLIGHTS FOUNDATION FREE WEBINARS 
Check out the series of free Craft Webinars in the Highlights 
YouTube playlist. This list includes over thirty #HFGather 
conversations with illustrators like Daria Peoples-Riley, 
Shadra Strickland, and Floyd Cooper, as well webinars on 
nonfiction by authors Jennifer Swanson and Susan Campbell 
Bartoletti. Check out the full playlist for insights and 
inspiration in many areas of writing. (ICL e-News 4/15/21) 
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